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By Mary Gluck

Harvard University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 296 pages. Dimensions:
9.2in. x 5.9in. x 0.8in.Mary Gluck introduces us to a Lukcs we have never met. Here is Lukcs among
his friends, lovers, and peers in those important years before 1918, when he converted to
Communism and Marxism at the age of thirty-nine. Georg Lukcs claimed in later life that his early
achievements lacked genuine coherence, being expressions of a vague romantic anticapitalism that
only found resolution in his conversion to Marxism. By integrating Lukcs with his early generational
grouping and making expert use of a new treasure trove of documents from his early years, Gluck
demonstrates that revolutionary socialism was not the inevitable outcome of Lukcs early cultural
radicalism, but only one of several possible options in the fragmented ideological climate of
postwar Europe. From this new perspective, his pre-Marxist career takes on a cultural consistency
that parallels and illuminates the inner strivings of the early modernists before the outbreak of
World War I. Lukcs emerges in this generational portrait not only as dramatic and psychologically
complex but also as a representative figure whose inner dilemmas were echoed in the lives of many
other radical intellectuals who came of...
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Simply no words and phrases to clarify. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom You wont feel monotony at at any moment of the time (that's what
catalogs are for relating to when you question me).
-- Pa olo Spinka-- Pa olo Spinka

Very helpful to all of group of people. It is one of the most incredible pdf i have study. I am very easily could possibly get a satisfaction of studying a
published ebook.
-- Gust K upha l-- Gust K upha l
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